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Abstract
Thin Film Transistor-Liquid Crystal Displays (TFT-LCDs) is
most worldwide used device in display industry. In bonding process
Color Filter (CF)-substrate and TFT-substrate, they are bonded by
sealant which has various overlapped patterns. Measurement of
sealant-width which provides evaluation of well-bonded condition is
important.
Various overlapped patterns and substrate-glass make hard to
detect sealant and measure sealant-width. In order to detect sealant,
the proposed method automatically sets Area of Interest (AOI) for
sealant-width measurement. The modified Otsu method is proposed
to eliminate substrate-glass area except sealant area. Modified
application of gamma correction is used to select threshold for
extracting standard of sealant intensity. In these methods, sealant
can be detected automatically and measured in pixel level.
For the precise measurement, quartic Facet model is proposed
to convert pixel intensity to sub-pixel intensity. The Discrete
Orthogonal Polynomials (DOP) are used to verify quartic Facet model.
The experimental result shows that new method has higher
detection rate than conventional method and good repeatability of
measurement than pixel level.

Keyword : Sealant, Otsu method, Gamma correction, Sub-pixel,
Quartic Facet model, Discrete Orthogonal Polynomials
Student Number : 2012-23177
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1. Introduction
1.1. Study background
Thin Film Transistor-Liquid Crystal Display (TFT-LCD) are
most widely used device in display industry. These product consist
of Color Filter (CF)-substrate and TFT-substrate which are bonded
by sealant. Measurement of sealant-width is important for evaluation
of well-bonded condition. For measuring sealant-width, we can
know the amount of sealant and whether uniform bonding.
To measure sealant-width, Critical Dimension (CD) method is
used with setting Area of Interest (AOI). Setting AOI provides target
area to measure certain CD of pattern (ex. sealant-width).
Sealant area is overlapped various type of pattern and set with
substrate-glass which makes hard to detect sealant area. Condition
of measurement and overlapped patterns are not uniform, it demands
various type of AOI for measuring CD of sealant-width. It takes a
long time and effort to set AOI manually.
In fabrication process of LCD, however, it is important to
measure promptly and precisely. The conventional auto-finding
sealant method which just finds change of CD at one direction (ex.
vertical or horizontal) is hard to find AOI of sealant with overlapped
pattern. This condition makes necessity of new automatically setting
AOI system.
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1.2. Purpose of research
Success rate of conventional auto-finding sealant method is
about 28%. The new auto-finding sealant methods are proposed to
improve success rate.
Modified Otsu method is proposed to separate sealant area and
the others to measure target properly. In addition, this method
eliminates areas (ex. and substrate-glass) which have no sealant. It
determined the AOI primarily through the modified Otsu method. And
gamma correction are proposed to set only AOI of sealant area
without various overlapped patterns in image. It adjusts pixel
intensity to distinguish only sealant area in previously selected AOI.
Measurement of sealant needs at least um scale precision. In this
reason, pixel level measurement of sealant-width is converted to
sub-pixel level for improving accuracy and repeatability. Quartic
Facet model is proposed to construct sub-pixel intensity. The
proposed sub-pixel level measurement leads good repeatability
similar to conventional sub-pixel level measurement.
The new auto-finding method saves much time and effort. Also
it detects sealant area with less error than conventional method.
Moreover, quartic Facet model method can be measured by various
type of edge detection algorithm with good repeatability.
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2. Theoretical Background
2.1. Otsu method
Otsu method [1] is automatic thresholding algorithm by imagehistogram analysis. When it is assumed that form of histogram is
bimodal, a valley point is proper thresholding value for dividing
object-class and background-class. In other words, when histogram
is divided into two classes, part of histogram which is relatively
crowed will be classified in same category.

Fig. 2.1 Bimodal image-histogram with valley point

To find a valley point, Otsu proposes a statistical method with
the variance within the class. In Otsu method, valley point is the value
that minimize the variance within the class which is defined as sum
of variance multiplied by weights.
2
(𝑇) = 𝜔𝐵 (𝑇)𝜎𝐵2 (𝑇) + 𝜔𝑂 (𝑇)𝜎𝑂2 (𝑇)
𝜎𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑛

(2.1)

In this function, optimal T is same as valley point when withinclass variance is minimum. But disadvantage of calculating withinclass variance is spending a lot of time to find optimal T. To reduce
operation time, between-class variance can be replaced to find
9

optimal T.
2
2
(𝑇) = 𝜎𝑡2 − 𝜎𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑛
(𝑇)
𝜎𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛
= 𝜔𝐵 (𝑇)[𝜇𝐵 (𝑇) − 𝜇𝑡 ]2 + 𝜔𝑂 (𝑇)[𝜇𝑂 (𝑇) − 𝜇𝑡 ]2

= 𝜔𝐵 (𝑇)𝜔𝑂 (𝑇)[𝜇𝐵 (𝑇) − 𝜇𝑂 (𝑇)]2
𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝜇𝑡 = 𝜔𝐵 (𝑇)𝜇𝐵 (𝑇) + 𝜔𝑂 (𝑇)𝜇𝑂 (𝑇)

(2.2)

Between-class variance is defined by with-class variance. It
shows that optimal T which sets minimum within-variance makes
same condition when between-class is maximum. Also optimal T is
same as valley point in histogram.
Finally,

optimal

T

divides

into

background

and

object

automatically. It can be applied for binary-image or eliminating
background image.
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2.2. Gamma correction
Gamma correction [2] is modifying light intensity to non-linear
form by non-linear transfer function in video camera and computer
graphics. Originally, gamma correction is used to pre-compensate
for image when input-signal is transferred to output-signal with
distortion. Following equation is generally used to reproduce outputsignal.

𝐿𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝐿𝑖𝑛 𝛾 , γ = 2.2 (Typically in image computing)

(2.3)

In gamma correction, gamma γ < 1 reinforces low-signal and
reduces high-signal relatively. Otherwise, gamma γ > 1 makes
high-signal more intensive but low-signal less intensive.

Fig. 2.2 Signal transformation with gamma correction
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2.3. Facet model
Haralick’s Facet model [3] is to model the digital image derived
by sampling the surface of continuous obscure gray intensity. Each
pixel forming the image is partially assumed as part of a continuous
surface. In this premise, the image is modeled similar to actual form
using the intensity of the adjacent pixel [4]. In this research, the
facet model was constructed by Discrete Orthogonal Polynomials
(DOP).

2.3.1 Discrete Orthogonal Polynomials
If size of DOP is N, Basis set of DOP is constructed from zeroorder term to (N-1)-order term [5]. Using Index set R with
symmetry property, we may construct the set of DOP over Index R.

Pn(r) is N-order polynomial to assume as follows:

𝑃0 (𝑟) = 1 (Defined)
𝑃1 (𝑟) = 𝑟 (Defined)
…
𝑃𝑛 (𝑟) = 𝑟 𝑛 + 𝑘𝑛−1 𝑟 𝑛−1 + 𝑘𝑛−2 𝑟 𝑛−2 + ⋯ 𝑘1 𝑟 + 𝑘0

(2.4)

The base of the DOP is obtained recursively as follows:

𝑃𝑖+1 (𝑟) = 𝑟𝑃𝑖 (𝑟) − 𝛽𝑖 𝑃𝑖−1 (𝑟)

𝛽𝑖 =

∑𝑟∈𝑅 𝑟𝑃𝑖 (𝑟)𝑃𝑖−1 (𝑟)
∑𝑟∈𝑅(𝑃𝑖−1 (𝑟))2

(2.5)

Using these recurrence formula, the DOP can be defined with
orthogonal property. This property makes it possible to easily make
the DOP.
Calculated DOPs are shown with Index set R as follows:
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Index Set
1

1

2

2

{ − ,

Discrete Orthogonal Polynomial Set

}

{ 1, 𝑟 }
2

{ 1, 𝑟, 𝑟 2 − }

{ − 1, 0, 1 }
3

1

1

2

2

2

{ − , − ,

,

3
2

3
5

41

4

20

{ 1, 𝑟, 𝑟 2 − , 𝑟 3 −

}

𝑟}

2.3.2 Two-dimensional DOP
The index of the image is made up of rows and columns. So DOP
must be transformed into two-dimensions to apply to the image [6].
If R = {-1, 0, 1} and C = {-1, 0, 1}, DOP set is generated by twodimensional tensor product of R and C as follows:

2
2
2
𝑅 ⨂ 𝐶 = {1, 𝑟, 𝑐, 𝑟 2 − , 𝑟𝑐, 𝑐 2 − , (𝑟 2 − ) c,
3
3
3
2

2

2

3

3

3

(𝑐 2 − )𝑟, (𝑟 2 − )(𝑐 2 − )}

(2.6)

Facet model can be constructed using the above DOP set.

2
2
𝑓 (𝑟, 𝑐 ) = 𝑎0 + 𝑎1 𝑟+𝑎2 𝑐+𝑎3 (𝑟 2 − ) +𝑎4 𝑟𝑐+𝑎5 (𝑐 2 − )
3
3
2
2
2
2
+𝑎6 (𝑟 2 − )𝑐+𝑎7 (𝑐 2 − )𝑟+𝑎8 (𝑟 2 − )(𝑐 2 − )
3
3
3
3

= ∑8𝑛=0 𝑎𝑛 𝑃𝑛

(2.7)

Coefficient an is derived by convolution of image intensity and
weighting coefficient mask wn as follows:

𝑎𝑛 =

∑𝑟∈𝑅 𝑃𝑛 (𝑟,𝑐)∗𝑓(𝑟,𝑐)
∑𝑟∈𝑅(𝑃𝑛 (𝑟,𝑐))2
∑𝑟∈𝑅 𝑃𝑛 (𝑟,𝑐)

𝑤𝑛 = ∑

2
𝑟∈𝑅(𝑃𝑛 (𝑟,𝑐))
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(2.8)

(2.9)

3. Automatic Sealant Detection
3.1. Problem of setting AOI

Fig. 3.1 Process of sealant detection

Process of sealant detection is consist of 4 steps. After obtaining
a sealant image through the optical system, the biggest difference
value of the pixel intensity in image is selected for setting AOI. And
then,

Edge

detection

algorithm

is

used

for

sealant-width

measurement at AOI. When setting AOI, however, AOI is not always
set properly with sealant area.

Fig. 3.2 Disturbances of sealant detection

Generally, image of sealant has substrate-glass and disturbances
such as various type of overlapped patterns. These components have
14

each of CD which can be detected for setting AOI. But sealant
detection have to be selected with AOI only sealant except
disturbances. To satisfy this condition, various type of AOI recipes
are need to measure sealant-width with proper AOI. If user manually
set AOI, it requires a lot of time and effort. In this reason,
automatically setting AOI is indispensable in fabrication. Result of
conventional automatic setting AOI is as follows:

Fig. 3.3 Result of conventional automatic setting AOI

According to the above figure, it can be seen that the position of
the AOI is not set correctly in the near the boundary of the sealant
except ⑤ sample. In order to set AOI correctly, removal of the
substrate-glass and the overlapped pattern is important in image.
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3.2. Classify sealant area and glass area
3.2.1 Determining presence of glass area
In measuring sealant-width, stripe patterns and white dots over
sealant are disturbances. The disturbances can be suppressed by
median filter. The size of the median filter is to be large enough to
include the white dots and small patterns. After the process, it is
possible to ignore the small size of the disturbances interfering with
sealant detection.

Fig. 3.4 Original image and median filtered image

In the median filtered image, however, there is still glass area
which disturbs sealant detection. For eliminating glass area, there is
need to determine presence of glass area. Deviation of average Yprofile is used to determine presence of glass by selecting deviation
peak value with appropriate threshold. With deviation of average Yprofile representing the derivative of the average intensity in the
horizontal direction, the peak value is generated from the part of the
CD changed greatly. Through a sequence of positive and negative
peak, the presence and the position of the glass area can be
determined primarily.
Sealant image can be divided into three types depending on the
glass area. The example images and profiles are as follows:
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Fig. 3.5 Filtered image and average Y-profile of image

After analyzing the profile of the image and the deviation value,
it can be obtained by applying the following algorithm to determine
the presence and location of the glass in the image.

Fig. 3.6 Algorithm of substrate-glass determination in image
17

3.2.2 Modified Otsu method for classify area
Average Y-profile of sealant image with glass is similar to the
bimodal shape. In average Y-profile, the valley point of bimodal
shape is defined as a boundary point of the glass area and sealant
area. Statistical method is used to find the boundary between the
glass and the sealant in the various profile types. Originally, Otsu
method using statistical method is applied to find valley point in
histogram of image. Through the transformation of the domain in Otsu
method, we can find a valley point in the profile.

Fig. 3.7 Application of Otsu method by domain transformation

As above, changing the domain makes it possible to apply the
Otsu method for finding valley point. Applying the new domain to Otsu
method is the following formula.
2
(𝑅) = 𝜔𝐺 (𝑅)𝜔𝑆 (𝑅)[𝜇𝐺 (𝑅) − 𝜇𝑆 (𝑅)]2
𝜎𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛

(3.1)

Component R which makes between-class variance maximum is
same as valley point. Through the valley point, image can be divided
into sealant area and glass area. Example is as follows:
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Fig. 3.8 Finding valley point in image (resolution: 640 x 480)

After finding valley point, substrate-glass can be eliminated by
valley point. In the following image, substrate-glass no more disturbs
setting AOI with sealant area.

Fig. 3.9 Modified image without substrate-glass area
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3.3. Setting sealant intensity by histogram
To distinguish sealant and overlapped patterns, image convert to
original image without substrate-glass area. In the converted image,
it can be assumed that sealant area is the brightest and largest
relatively. Using this feature, the histogram of image can be analyzed
to set sealant intensity appropriately [7].

Fig. 3.10 Modified image and two type of image intensity histogram

According to the above figure, sealant intensity can be defined as
a value greater than I when f(I) has maximum area in the histogramprofile. But if the sealant area is too small, there is a failure of sealant
intensity detection in original histogram. To solve this problem, nonlinear weighted histogram is proposed. Modified gamma correction is
used to apply non-linear weighted function as follows:
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𝐼+𝐶

𝑓(𝐼) = ∫
𝐼

γ = 1,

𝜔(𝐿) =

γ = 2.2, 𝜔(𝐿) =

𝜔(𝐿) ∗ ℎ(𝐿)𝑑𝐿,
𝐿𝑜𝑢𝑡
=1
𝐿𝑖𝑛
𝐿𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝐿𝑖𝑛

= 𝐿1.4

𝐿𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝐿𝑖𝑛 𝛾

(𝑂𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝐻𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑚)

(𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝐻𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑚)

(3.2)

Similar to the intensity compensation by the gamma correction,
weighted histogram makes pixel count of low intensity suppressed
but pixel count of high intensity enhanced.
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3.4. Setting AOI by deviation of average Y-profile
Image can be modified by high pass filter with threshold I. And
discontinuous sealant area is connected in column direction. After
these processing, AOI is set at peak point in deviation of average of
Y-profile. Finally, settled AOI is applied to original image for
measurement of sealant-width.

Fig. 3.11 Setting AOI of sealant-width at peak point
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4. Sub-pixel Modeling of Sealant Image
4.1. Analysis of pixel intensity at edge
Concept of CD is used to measure sealant-width. CD may be
considered as the boundary (edge) of the pattern in the image.
Usually, edge is detected by deviation of pixel intensity. Pixel
intensity is discrete data though actual image is composed of
continuous data. Facet model is used to construct continuous data
from pixel intensity for improvement of measuring CD. The model is
consist of DOP which are made by index R.
In the 1-dimensional analysis, 2nd order polynomials are made
by index R = {-1, 0, 1} without point of inflection which can be
defined as point of edge. To get the point of inflection, quartic Facet
model is proposed with index R = {-2, -1, 0, 1, 2}.
Index Set

Discrete Orthogonal Polynomial Set

{ − 2, −1,0,1,2 }

{1, 𝑟, 𝑟 3 −

17
31 2 72
𝑟, 𝑟 4 −
𝑟 + }
5
7
35

Fig. 4.1 One-dimensional Facet model at edge of sealant
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With quartic Facet model, edge can be detected at point of
inflection which has maximum deviation. Demonstration in one
dimension may be applied in two dimensions.

4.2. Sub-pixel modeling by quartic Facet model
2-Dimensional quartic Facet model is generated by tensor
product of R and C as follows:

𝑓 (𝑟, 𝑐 ) = 𝑎0 + 𝑎1 𝑟+𝑎2 𝑐 ⋯
+𝑎24 (𝑟 4 −

31 2
𝑟
7

+

72
35

)(𝑐 4 −

31 2
𝑐
7

+

72
35

) = ∑24
𝑛=0 𝑎𝑛 𝑃𝑛 (4.1)

f(r, c) is calculated with coefficient an which is convolution of
image intensity and weighting coefficient Mask wn as follows:

Fig. 4.2 Process of obtaining coefficient an

Continuous f(r, c) can be measured in sub-pixel level with edge
detection algorithms which are Sobel operator and so on. It makes
measurement of sealant more precise than pixel level.
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5. Experiments and Evaluation
5.1. Evaluation of automatic sealant detection
Using automatic sealant detection (Auto-Finding) algorithm,
success rate of sealant detection is increased as compared with
conventional method. In the experiments, 689 images were used to
determine the success rate of sealant detection. The results are as
follows:

Table 5.1 Comparison of conventional and Auto-finding method

25
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Fig. 5.1 AOI of measurement in sealant image

With auto-finding algorithm, various type of sealant image can
be measured with AOI even though image is so dark or intensity of
sealant has more than two gray step.
Reason of undetected sealant image is existence of overlapped
patterns which has intensity same as a sealant. It may be solved as a
change of sealant intensity through hardware rather than algorithmic
approach.
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5.2. Evaluation of new sub-pixel level measurement
In the conventional sub-pixel level measurement, the fitting
process is necessary due to compensate high-order terms omitted.
Also, using a various type of edge detection algorithms are limited.
In the new sub-pixel level measurement, however, the user can
use various type of edge detection algorithms. In addition, the fitting
process is also unnecessary because there is no loss of high-order
terms. These advantages are a wide range of applicability and
measurement time reduction in the process of edge detection.

Fig. 5.2 Process of sub-pixel level edge detection

Determining the performance of the new method, accuracy and
repeatability of new method are compared with one of conventional
method. To verify this, measurement of sealant-width is repeated
30 times in 1/10 pixel level.
According to the results, accuracy and repeatability of the new
method are almost equal to the conventional method. In other words,
it can be seen that the result of new method is as good as the result
of conventional method with advantages.
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Table 5.2 Accuracy and repeatability of sealant-width
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6. Conclusion
In this thesis, auto-finding method and new sub-pixel method
are developed to measure sealant-width.
Auto-finding method is used for setting AOI only sealant area to
ignore disturbances interfering with sealant detection. This process
consists of the following two processes.
First, modified Otsu method makes post-process image without
substrate-glass which disturbs measurement of sealant-width.
Second, weighted histogram with gamma correction sets standard of
sealant intensity properly to distinguish intensity sealant and
overlapped pattern. Through these two processes, success rate of
automatic sealant detection is increased from 28.4% to 88.3% by
setting AOI properly.
In process of sealant-width measurement, new sub-pixel
method is proposed to measure precisely. The new method is able to
make quartic Facet model without least-squares surface fitting. Also,
it can be applied to a variety of edge detection algorithm. With these
advantages, the new method satisfies performance of measurement
same as conventional sub-pixel methods.
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Abstract in Korean
자동 인식 알고리즘을 이용한 TFT-LCD
합착 공정에서의 Sealant 검출 방법 개발
윤대건
기계항공공학부
대학원
서울대학교

TFT-LCD는 디스플레이 산업에서 가장 널리 사용되는 디바이스
이다. 이 디바이스는 컬러 필터 글라스와 TFT 글라스로 이루어져
있는데, 이 두 기판을 Sealant를 사용하여 합착시킨다. 접착물질로
사용된 Sealant를 측정하는 것은 공정과정의 평가근거로 사용하기
때문에 Sealant의 올바른 측정이 중요한 요소가 된다.
Sealant의 측정의 경우 그 폭을 측정하는데, 카메라로 확보된
이미지 내에서 측정을 위한 Sealant의 검출에는 Sealant와 겹쳐진
다양한 패턴 및 글라스 기판 등의 방해요소들로 인하여 검출이 어려운
문제가 발생한다. 이 논문에서는 올바른 Sealant를 검출하여 폭을
측정하기 위해 자동으로 Sealant에 해당하는 측정영역(AOI)을 설정하는
방식을 제안한다. 이 방식에서는 Otsu의 통계적인 방법을 응용하여
이미지 내에서 Sealant 부분과 글라스 기판 부분을 구분하도록 하였다.
또한 감마 보정을 변형하여 가중치를 적용한 방식으로 이미지 내에서
Sealant에 해당하는 밝기 값을 설정한 후 Sealant와 겹쳐진 패턴들을
구분하도록

하였다.

이

방식들을

통하여

자동적으로

Sealant를

픽셀수준에서 검출할 수 있도록 하였다.
Sealant 폭의 정확한 측정을 위하여 4차 Facet 모델을 새롭게
제시하여 픽셀 밝기 값을 서브 픽셀화 하였다. 새롭게 제시된 모델의
경우 이산직교다항식(DOP)을 통하여 구성하였다.
위의 두 가지 새로운 방식을 적용한 측정 성능 실험에서 기존의
방식보다

Sealant의

검출

능력이
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향상된

것과

새로운

서브픽셀

방식으로 기존의 서브픽셀 방식 수준의 측정 능력을 보이는 것을
확인하였다.
주요어 : Sealant, Otsu 방법, 감마보정, 서브 픽셀, 4차 Facet 모델,
이산직교다항식
학
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